
  Successful sports professionals can earn a great deal more money than people 
in other important professions. Some people think this is fully justified while 
others think it is unfair. Discuss both these views and give your own opinion.

    For too many years, watching battles between two individuals or two groups of 
them has been one of the most favorite amusements for lots of nations around 
the world. This favorite enjoyment changed its shape into various sport matches 
in recent centuries. Accordingly constructing related basements for sports and 
providing facilities for training athletes have become a profitable field of 
investment for individuals or even governments. It is obvious that a part of these 
investments income which mostly comes from advertisements belongs to sport 
professionals as their salary which . Some people believe that this salary is too 
much in contrast with many other professions.

    Someone wishing to become a well-paid athlete must be extraordinary talented 
and should make lots of efforts. Regarding their biographies most of the sport 
professionals have started trainings from childhood and moreover, sense of 
ambition and mental condition play an important role in their success. As a 
consequence, becoming a globally well-known athlete is an arduous progress and 
only a limited number of individuals can nail it.

     However, if one tries to calculate amount of income according to hours of 
working, would conclude that sport professionals are earning too much. 
Furthermore, some people believe that their profession is not productive as much 
as scientists’, teachers’ or lots of others’ occupations.

   In conclusion, chance of becoming a sport professional between too many rivals 
is very low and the more they wish to earn money, the more they should win 
competitions, it means that they are accepting too much risk because if they can’t 
become a unique champion they will earn no money. Therefore, I believe they 
deserve what they achieve.     

    

    

 



 


